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For more information about upcoming
programs and supporting Storefront:
General support for storefront for art
and architecture is made possiblE by the
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual
Arts; The Greenwich Collection, Ltd., the
Lily Auchincloss Foundation, the New
York State Council on the Arts with the
support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and
the New York State Legislature; public
funds from the New York City Department
of Cultural Affairs in partnership with
the City Council; The Peter T. Joseph
Foundation; by its Board of Directors,
members and by individuals.
Gallery location
The gallery is located at 97 Kenmare
Street, between Mulberry and Lafayette
Streets. Trains: 6 to Spring; N/R to Prince;
B/D/F/m to Broadway Lafayette
Gallery hours
Tuesday–Saturday 11 am–6 pm
Closed Sunday and Monday
Technology Committee
Campbell Hyers, Toby Boudreaux, Brian
Jones, David Rife, Rob Faludi, Steven
Sanderson, Douglas Warshaw
Board of Advisors
Kent Barwick, Stefano Boeri, Peter Cook,
Beatriz Colomina, Chris Dercon, Elizabeth
Diller, Claudia Gould, Dan Graham, Peter
Guggenheimer, Richard Haas, Brooke
Hodge, Steven Holl, Steven Johnson, Toyo
Ito, Mary Jane Jacob, Mary Miss, Antoni
Muntadas, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Lucio Pozzi,
Frederieke Taylor, Anthony Vidler, James
Wines
Director’s Council
Kyong Park, Founder, Shirin Neshat, Sarah
Herda, Joseph Grima
Carlos Brillembourg, Belmont Freeman,
Terence Gower, Steven T. Incontro, Marc
Kushner, Michael Manfredi, William
Menking, Margery Perlmutter, Linda
Pollak, Robert M. Rubin, Artur Walther,
Mabel Wilson, Karen Wong
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About Ideas City
The Ideas City Festival was founded in 2011
as a biennial festival created to explore
the future city and to effect change
by the New Museum with the support
of downtown arts organizations The
Architectural League, Storefront for Art
and Architecture, the Poetry Bowery Club,
the Drawing Center and NYU Wagner. The
2013 iteration of IDEAS CITY will take place
in downtown New York from May 1–4, 2013.
The theme for IDEAS CITY 2013 is Untapped
Capital. Rather than focusing on deficits,
IDEAS CITY 2013 will encourage intensive
examination of surplus resources that
may be under-recognized or underutilized: Untapped Capital. There are many
ways of thinking about what might define
“untapped capital,” ranging from people
and raw materials, to ideas, networks,
varied resources, and modes of communication. The topic of Untapped Capital
provides a touchstone for alternative
thinking about new methodologies, new
solutions, and new goals.

Storefront for Art
and Architecture
97 Kenmare Street
New York, NY 10012

Board of Directors
Charles Renfro, President
Campbell Hyers, Vice President
R. Douglass Rice, Treasurer
Lauren Kogod, Secretary
Volunteers
Sharif Anous, Piotr Chizinski, Megan
Enright, Andrew Ma, Amanda Madigan,
Charlie Sneath
Interns
Angel Jiang, Daryl King, Jasmine Labeau,
INJU LEE, Matthew Lohry, Liz Naiden,
BENJAMIN POLLAK
Design Fellow
Tammy Shell
Curatorial Fellows
Greg Barton, Chialin Chou
Web Master
Greg Mihalko
Development Associate
Zeynep Göksel
Associate Curator
Carlos Mínguez Carrasco
Director of External Relations
Kara Meyer
Director
Eva Franch i Gilabert
Since its founding in 1982, Storefront has
presented the work of over one thousand
architects and artists whose space-form
aesthetic experiments and investigations
continue to unravel the conceptual,
social and political forces that shape
the built environment, With a focus on
the many complex intersections of art
and architecture. Storefront presents
exhibitions, hosts lectures and panel
discussions, produces publications, and
hosts competitions and national and international projects that reflect some of
the most radical and experimental work
within fields of design and of our time.
Storefront exists to advance innovative
positions in architecture, art and design,
to generate dialogue and collaboration
across geographic, ideological and
disciplinary boundaries and to increase
public awareness of and interest in
contemporary design.
About Storefront for Art and
Architecture

Storefront For Art Exhibition
Action
And Architecture “No Shame: Store- “Capital City”
@Storefrontnyc front For Sale” #Capitalcity
#Noshame
Online Exhibition
Event Series
“2011–2013 Street“On Somethingness” fest Competition
Speechbuster
Entries”
#Somethingness #Streetfest
Announces SIX
Projects As Part
Of The 2013 Ideas
City Festival:
Untapped Capital

May 1–4
2013

Performance
Project
Series
“Storefront
“On Nothingness” Starter”
SPACEbuster
#StorefronT
#Nothingness
starter

April 30–June 6 May 4
May 4
“No Shame: Store- 11am–6pm
11am–6pm
front for Sale” “On SOMEthingness/ “On Nothingness /
Storefront for SpEECHBUSTER
Spacebuster
Art and ArchStreetfest”
Streetfest”
itecture
Sara D. Roosevelt Sara D. Roosevelt
Park
Park
An exhibition examining how museums
and cultural institutions, fueled through
private funding, have adopted a system
A series of talks and conversations
and tradition of celebrating donors to presented by a diverse group of indithe extent that every single public space viduals (architects, artists, engineers,
(physical or digital; temporary or per- environmentalists, urban agriculturalmanent ) can eventually be named.
ists, researchers, among others) on
familiar subjects and ideas to uncover
radical new ways to understand and
construct public life. Events will take
place AROUND the Speechbuster, a performative table the exact size of Storefront, designed in a collaborative project by architect Jimenez Lai and artist
Grayson Cox, which will make its world
premiere at the Ideas City Festival. The
program will present innovative ideas
on “somethingness” about how to render anew the world that surrounds us.

No Shame: Storefront for Sale is an
exhibition at Storefront opening
Tuesday, April 30 that guides visitors
through a critical history of funding
for cultural production, and imagines a scenario of total commodification, where every corner of Storefront—from office chairs
to the Director’s title to the air
between its panels to the noise of a
5pm Friday traffic jam—is for sale.
ARTISTS INCLUDE CYRIL DUVAL, FAKE
INDUSTRIES (URTZI GRAU + CRISTINA
GOBERNA ), JESSE HLEBO, CHRISTINE HILL,
INTERBORO PARTNERS, PLAYLAB + FAMILY,
LUIS URCULO, AND SOFTLAB.

Post pictures & follow the project:
#somethingness @storefrontnyc
The Speechbuster is made possible by the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation’s Artistic Innovation and Collaboration Program, which supports fearless and innovative collaborations
in the spirit of Robert Rauschenberg.

May 4
12–6pm
“Capital City”
New York City

May 1–4
Ongoing
24/7
“Storefront
“2011–2013 Street- Starter”
Fest Competition” storefrontnews
storefrontnews .org
.org

An urban project that asks citizens to
post price tags—from “million-dollar
tags” to “free tags” around the city
on buildings, street furniture, tiles,
facades, trees, bike racks, benches
An online exhibition of all pastsubmisand other urban OBJECTS in an effort
sions to StreetFest, a biennial internato unveil the hidden value of what surtional competition started in 2011 for
A performance that allows for noise,
rounds citizens in today’s cities. Tags
the design, management, and construcconfusion and illegibility; to be somewill be available for pick up at Storetion of temporary outdoor spaces that
thing where there is nothing. The profront and at Storefront Ideas City Festi- produce new ways for collective gathgram will include a series of rotating
val locations in Sara D. Roosevelt Park.
ering and city engagement. The online
site-specific installations and perforexhibition, presented on Storefront’s
mances on the concept of “Nothingness”
website at www.storefrontnews.org
inside the Spacebuster, a mobile, inflat- Post pictures & follow the project:
and Facebook page www.facebook.com/
able structure and expandable pavilion #capitalcity @storefrontnyc
storefront, will allow visitors the
Designed by Raumlabor.
opportunity to search, comment on and
share their favorite PROPOSALS. StreetPARTICIPATING ARTISTS INCLUDE ITZIAR
Fest goers can vote for their favorite
BARRIO, ANDREA HAENG & ROBERT NEUWI,
design for a “StreetGoers Choice”
AARON JONES & CHRISTOPHER SCHANCK,
award by “liking” their favorite designs
NARCISSISTER, PILOT PROJECTS DESIGN
ON FACEBOOK. This year’s competition’s
COLLECTIVE, DAVID RIFE, JON SANTOS, ZEFREY
winning design, MirrorMirror, by
THROWELL, AND CHRIS WOEBKEN & DANIEL
Davidson Rafailidis, led by Georg RafailGODDEMEYER..
dis and Stephanie Davidson from Buffalo,
New York will be on view and host to
Post pictures & follow the project:
a series of vendors and organizations
#nothingness @storefrontnyc
participating in the StreetFest together
with the 2011 winning design, “The
Worms” by Family + Playlab.

A project to support innovative and
entrepreneurial projects in art and
architecture. Storefront Starter is a
digital platform of exposure for innovative art and architecture projects
that aim to radically transform the
built environment. The platform allows
and facilitates visionary individuals or
groups to financially support innovative ideas and provides fiscal sponsorship for artists, architects, and arts
organizations to solicit tax-deductible
donations and apply for grants without
501(c)(3) status. Information will be
available at Storefront´s Ideas City
Festival locations in Sara D. Roosevelt
Park and submissions will be accepted
online at www.storefrontnews.org.
Current Storefront Starter projects
include + Pool (StreetFest tent #33)

Post pictures & follow the project:
#storefrontstarter
@storefrontnyc @pluspoolny

Post pictures & follow the project:
#streetfest @storefrontnyc

Post pictures & follow the project:

#noshame @storefrontnyc

UNTAPPED
CAPITAL
#noshame
#somethingness
#nothingness
#capitalcity
#StreetFest
#storefront
starter
@storefrontnyc

